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Om Shanti 

It was so beautiful for one hour, sharing drishti with so many of Baba’s powerful souls. 

I noticed that while we were sharing drishti I was able to connect with each one and 

see how each one is connected with Baba, with a lot of concentration, as if Baba was 

pulling you. Because when we all are together in our peaceful stage then it’s very easy 

to bring Baba as an Ocean of Peace and I was feeling so good. This morning’s Murli 

gave us so many signals of what we should be doing. Raksha Bandhan is coming and 

we are thinking about purity. We could say that yes we are pure and following pure 

life, we are following all the principles, but we have to check, do we ever feel heavy? 

Ever? A Little bit? Our stage should be double light, and for that Baba said you need 

to have a very clean heart. Cleanliness is important, and I think we need to pay 

attention. Baba said that it could be my own sanskar, or someone else's sanskar, if 

you are not able to take it out, then give it to Baba. You can also clarify with that person, 

or use your own inner powers to sort it out. Just don’t sit with it, because when you 

hold anything, Baba is calling it rubbish. This is true, because it is something stale in 

me, ‘Rajoguni’, right? Our journey is towards ‘Satoguni’ but anything old is like 

‘Rajoguni’, it's like we say stale food, something is stale inside. Don't worry about what 

already happened, like we couldn't do something or thinking about whatever we 

accumulated until yesterday. From today on, nothing stale should go inside. When the 

heart is clean, Baba said that you will be a double light. Baba also gave us the blessing 

of generosity of heart and unlimited intellect. Baba explained that when you have an 

unlimited intellect, nothing is impossible.  

 

How do I keep my intellect clean? I know many had this question. Baba said that 

having a clean intellect is very important. Any thought we have for Baba reaches 

instantly. Thoughts reach that person, or it is for Baba’s task, or elevated thoughts that 

will get accomplished. Have a clean heart, unlimited intellect, and elevated thoughts. 

Even if there is one weak thought, or doubtful thought, then things are not going to 

work out. We have to keep using our pure energy with pure thoughts for everything. 

We are creating subtle obstacles through our negative thoughts. However, if I say, “it's 

very good, everything is working well”, then that energy will be uplifting and create 

harmony with others. This month of Rakhi is Dadi Prakashmani’s month.  I thought we 

all should give this gift to ourselves, that every thought I create will be elevated, like, 

“How wonderful, the Drama is perfect, it's accurate.” These kinds of thoughts will help 

me to create the energy that will help others. Baba said that when you are double light, 

you are free from obstacles, you are like an angel, like Baba. Baba is showing us the 

path, so that we can become angels.  

 

Trust is a quality which is not in the intellect, it's in the heart. When I say, “I trust you”, 

it comes from the heart. The intellect will always say, “Oh! maybe this could happen 

or that could happen.” The intellect has this nature, but my heart will say, “No, it won't 

happen, it's going to be okay.” Someone asked in class, how do I listen to my heart? 



You have to go inside, be introverted, and when you are introverted, try to focus and 

you will feel, you will hear, the voice of your heart. We say in Hindi “Dil kehta hai”, my 

heart is saying this. It's not just feelings because feelings are temporary, and they can 

keep changing. Trust the quality of trust, and we should start with trust in God-Baba. 

When I trust Baba, I will see things happen in my life based on my trust in Baba. This 

quality of trusting Baba will also help me to trust others. Now, are people honest?, or 

do we trust them so that they can be honest? If I keep doubting, like saying, “This one 

must have done that”, or “That one must have done that”, we raise our finger. This is 

not good for me or for the other person.  

 

Sometimes to create this relationship of trust and honesty, you really have to have a 

generous heart. Dadi Prakashmani had that quality. One time, in Madhuban, with the 

Pandavs, there were ‘sneakers’ which were becoming  popular shoes, and they were 

only 500 rupees. One brother bought it and others were looking, but no one at that 

time had 500 rupees. Dadi came to know that everyone is thinking of getting it. So, 

Dadi said that everyone should just get sneakers. After that, I watched Dadi Janki 

order 500 of them. Everyone must get everything, so that nobody thinks that this one 

has it and I don't have it. This way, we create that relationship of trust and honesty, 

again as Baba said today, generosity of heart, an unlimited intellect.  

 

When I start having trust in God and inculcating what should be my qualities, like 

today's Murli is a very good example, about being a trustee. There is no consciousness 

of “I and mine”, as a trustee you share with everyone.  In this way, everyone's desires 

are being fulfilled, because there is nothing like,” It’s mine”, or “This one should get”, 

“That one should not get.” Then, if not, then maybe I am invoking the greed of that 

person or their desires. Let's say I am wearing a watch which is very beautiful and 

someone looks at it and they love watches. They may think, “Oh, I wish I could get 

that!” I try not to use anything where anyone would feel this way, otherwise, I say, 

“Okay, then take it, you use it. If you are happy, I will be happy.” That's what the Dadis 

did with us. We went into Dadi Janki's room and she would say to look at the side 

where people bring gifts for her, and she said take whatever you want. It was the same 

in Peace Village. Once, she came into my room, so I said, “Dadi, what would you like 

to take?” She said,”This globe is very good and I like to meditate, Hansaben we will 

take this.” I said, “Dadi, anything else?” She said, “Oh, this angel is so beautiful. I will 

look at this angel.” I felt very happy. So, I am a trustee for everything, and a lot of good 

qualities emerge. Just imagine not having attachment with anything, and then 

whatever is worthwhile it will always be used. Trust Baba, trust yourself, trust Drama, 

and then there will be trust in everyone. That means you will get the souls to cooperate 

as well. We need to create this kind of energy for Baba’s Yagya and Baba’s seva. So 

reflect on that tomorrow for the whole day. Remind yourself, I am a trustee, I have 

trust, and I am trustee. 

 

Om Shanti 



 

Mohini Didi’s blessings on completion of 500 days of Avyakti Parivar 

 

500 days together every evening, it's really wonderful! First of all, I would like to thank 

you all for being present. I am seeing in front of me so many of you, from all over the 

Caribbean and Latin America, many places in Thailand and sometimes South Korea. 

It depends on the time zone. Secondly, I would like to thank the team. Bhumi bhen 

has kept courage in the sense of, working together, and inspiring. I always say I 

never needed to tell her, whatever I say, never have a weak thought. “How will it 

happen? or Who will do it? Where will the money come from?” Never! It's Baba! it’s 

Baba’s task, and always say yes, we have enough. I am very fortunate that Bhumi 

bhen has that quality and she continues whatever may happen, including everyone 

in the team. I won’t say names because if I miss one, it won't be good. Also, I tell 

Baba thank you for arranging this for us. Especially I get tears, I say to Baba thank 

you for providing me also a little chance to create my fortune and feel kind of worthy, 

whatever the condition is of the body. I couldn't travel, and now we cannot travel 

anyway. I remember when Dadi Gulzar was telling us, a time will come when you all 

won't be able to travel. We thought maybe terrorism, but we didn't know COVID 

would be blocking our travel. So, my heart says thank you to Baba.  

 

We want to come, we want to meet, and say hello to each other. One thought was 

to create connection with the roots of the Yagya, and that is why we show a little bit 

of Sakar Murli, Mamma’s Murli, to have experiences of ancestor souls. Many of you 

didn't experience them, and I feel a lot of sustenance came from their presence. We 

all are together, they are working on a different level, but we all are together, 

supporting and doing this God's task.. It's very quiet and incognito, but also it's very 

consistent. Baba had been saying congratulations to all the children for keeping 

themselves well and supporting the Yagya at the time of difficulty. One can easily 

say that we cannot do this, so it's not possible. We never needed to ask, even in a 

physical way, if anyone went to buy fruits they would say that we will take them to 

Baba's home. Baba's task was continuing, and through Zoom of course, now we 

have many zoom babies, right? Even in Harmony House, there might be at least 70 

or 80 of them and they are very creative, very good. So, congratulations and thank 

you and blessings from Baba, blessings from Baba for all of us!  

 

Om Shanti 

 

 

 


